Proposition DEBATE RUBRIC (1 of 2)
Proposition Team
Name:_____________________
___________________
Round (select one):
Prelim# ___/Semifinals/Final

Matter 30

Manner 30

Supports
arguments with
substance. Solid
arguments,
relevant statistics
and/or facts,
precision of
arguments

Tone of voice, clarity of
expression, keeping
audience's attention
and persuasiveness.
Body language, eye
contact, confidence.

Method 30
Speaker links
argument with
speakers before and
after. Lays down
methodology of
argument and team’s
approach. Structure
within the speaker’s
argument.

1st Speaker
(Name:_______________)
Introduces the topic, defines the
key terms,
Lays down format of debate and
approach of team.
Presents at least one argument.

2nd Speaker
(Name:_________________)
Reiterates the first team’s
stance, provides effective
rebuttal to the 1st speaker of
opposition, presents crux of
arguments for the team.
3rd Speaker
(Name:____________)
Sums up the team’s stance,
Smashes the other team’s
arguments, and consolidate
their own side, ties all loose
ends on both sides of the topic,
effectively concludes the team’s
case.
Jazakallahu Khairan for your time and effort in grading the debates. Please return your score sheet to the tabulator.
Please do not reveal the results until announced.

Total

Opposition DEBATE RUBRIC ( 2 of 2)
Jazakallahu Khairan for your time and effort in grading the debates. Please return your score sheet to the tabulator.
Please do not reveal the results until announced.

Opposition Team
Name:_________________
________________________
Round (select one):
Prelim#____/Semifinals/Final
1st Speaker
(Name:____________)
Introduces the topic, defines the
key terms,
Lays down format of debate and
approach of team.
Presents at least one argument.

2nd Speaker
(Name:____________)
Reiterates the first team’s
stance, provides effective
rebuttal to the 1st speaker of
opposition, presents crux of
arguments for the team.

3rd Speaker
(Name:____________)
Sums up the team’s stance,
Smashes the other team’s
arguments, and consolidate
their own side, ties all loose
ends on both sides of the topic,
effectively concludes the team’s
case.

Matter 30

Manner 30

Method 30

Supports arguments
with substance. Solid
arguments, relevant
statistics and/or facts,
precision of
arguments

Tone of voice, clarity
of expression,
keeping audience's
attention and
persuasiveness.
Body language, eye
contact, confidence.

Speaker links argument
with speakers before
and after. Lays down
methodology of
argument and team’s
approach. Structure
within the speaker’s
argument.

Total

